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I am a living man my mother is a living woman and I her executor under the 1837 wills act
As a living man my rights have been trespassed upon leading to fraud
The reason for the above is to conduct identity theft concocting charges to the legal fiction
The crime being reported is FRAUD on the court by personage & barratry
The date of the major crime was the 14th January 2013 by summary hearing unconsented to
Objections were filed in a claim of fraud by living man
The so called judge a man by the name of philip-mark: pelling did continue to act in FRAUD
1st initial fraud was to continue after receiving adequate objections, removing jurisdiction
the second part of the fraud was judging in his own cause nemo judex sua causa BIAS
the third part of the fraud is by court officials not removing the void order prompt
My mother Ann:Clarke has also had the same frauds committed upon her, now reported.
I, my mother’s living will executor since 2012 http://www.opg.me/will20082012.pdf
continually exposing fraud on the court on my mother as executor, by court of protection
man philip-mark:pelling is employed by the corporate court of protection and sat in BIAS
My mother never lost capacity ever and there is 4 specialist reports that confirm it.
Exposing fraud within the corporate courts has been a very dangerous task forcing EXILE
This matter was brushed over by your seniors yet to be identified in the intitial report
You referred us back to the criminals we are reporting and so we add personage/barratry
THE BAR ASSOCIATION is a criminal cartel that has monopolised mans courts to its own end
FRAUD is rampant and by action fraud london identifying it you have failed to act. WHY?

I now formally expose something which may identify why fraud is not being investigated by Lancashire
POLICE.
Part of the secret is that what is supposed to be your 'government' is actually a privately owned, forprofit company and all that you do when voting, is help choose the serving officers inside that
company. It will never make the slightest difference to what happens in the future as the company
policy and actions are controlled by the owners of the company and they are not influenced in any
way whatsoever by what you want. Think this is far fetched? Then check it out via Dun & Bradstreet
or any of the other places which records the setting up and performance of the 160,000,000
commercial companies world-wide. When you do that, you will discover that, for example, the House
of Commons is a commercial for-profit company (number UC2279443), The Labour Party is a
commercial company which trades under the name of “Allister Darling MP”, The House of Lords which
is the highest court in the land is a private company, the United Kingdom Corporation Ltd. formerly
known as the “United Kingdom plc” and which never complied with the law which requires it to file

it's
financial
records,
is
also
a
private
company.
The
Ministry of Justice D-U-N-S Number 22-549-8526, Directors: Lord Falconer of Thoroton is a private
company set up in the year 1600. The Bank of England is a private company, as is every Court and
every Police Force and even the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry is a company and not a
person.
It gets even more ridiculous when you discover that The Devon and Cornwall Police is a company
which has been taken over by a company owned by IBM which is paid an annual budget of
£256,800,000 taken from members of the public. Gilbert and Sullivan would have loved this reality as
a script for one of their comedies.
Lancashire County Council was incorporated as a company (IP00666C) in 2002. It’s registered office
was "3rd Floor, Christ Church Precinct, County Hall, Preston" and it was completely dissolved on 25th
January 2008 and all of it’s Assets and Liabilities were transferred on 12th November 2007 to another
company - “The Blues and Twos Credit Union Ltd.” whose registered address is Lancashire Police
Headquarters, PO Box 77, Hutton, Preston.[The very business to which I am reporting corporate
FRAUD on the COURT to, by the DOG-LATIN deception of legal-ease or by any other name the crimes
of PERSONAGE & BARRATRY upon living man,] whom are just referring me back to the bent BAR
ASSOCIATION!
wow!
Do you by any chance get the feeling that you are being taken for a ride here? Just in case you are not
aware of it, the purpose of any commercial 'for-profit' company or corporation is to make money for
it's owners (and shareholders if there are any).
Having now reported the crime of Faud on the court once more via personage and barratry ID theft I
expect a course of action failing which I shall proceed with matters being moved to a higher authority.
I find it ironic to consider that the implication of fraud exists in the Lancashire Council going bust only
to see the assets transferred to the Lancashire Police which sort of implies they are condoning FRAUD
and are therefore unfit for purpose to investigate FRAUD which I might add has been ratified by
ACTION FRAUD in LONDON!
The mind just boggles at times to the level of criminality going on at the top.

